
OR-444 Sound Bag Harness Assembly Instructions
1. Unpack all pouch contents 2. Open up the velcro straps on the back of the top vest

4. Close the velcro straps tightly, in this order: 
right --> left --> top 

5. Insert the lower part
   of the spine into the center 
   pouch of the waist belt

6. Pull the velcro strap  
    through the groove 
    inside the spine

7. Close the velcro strap to
    secure the spine in place

9. Your sound bag harness is ready to use! 

8. Attach the controller tube
   (for spine adjustment)
    to the waist belt using velcro
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3. Position the spine in the center of the top vest
 according to your height
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OR-444 Sound Bag Harness Setup Instructions
1. Loosen the top vest straps all the way 2. Pull out the round buckles 

    on the waist belt, then
    loosen the straps all the way

3. Place the harness on your hips, 
   fasten the main buckle around your 
   wasit and pull the straps to tighten 

6. Connect the top aluminum ring to the front connection on your mixer case
    NOTE: We recommend connecting it as far as possible from your body

7. Connect the bottom aluminum ring to the front or rear D ring on your mixer case
NOTE: We recommend connecting it as far as possible from your body 

10. Adjust the straps on the top vest
(these should be comfortable, not tight) 

8. Push the trigger to release the spine

9. Bend forward to lengthen the spine and shift the weight onto your hips,
    then release the trigger to lock the spine in the desired position

11. Adjust the straps on the waist belt
      (these should be tight) in order to
      distribute the weight onto your hips  

NOTE: You can use the trigger to play with
the spine height while you work in order to shift
the weight distribution from shoulders to hips

4. Push and rotate the two round buckles 
     to put more pressure on your hips 

5. Disconnect the top buckle 
     and roll up the top strap
  
     NOTE: Use this strap only when 
     wearing the waist belt by itself
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